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DISCLAIMER 

 
This consultancy contract was completed by TerraConsult Ltd on the basis of a defined 
programme and scope of works and terms and conditions agreed with the client.  This 
report was compiled with all reasonable skill, and care, bearing in mind the project 
objectives, the agreed scope of works, the prevailing site conditions, the budget, the 
degree of manpower and resources allocated to the project as agreed. 
 
TerraConsult Ltd cannot accept responsibility to any parties whatsoever, following the 
issue of this report, for any matters arising which may be considered outwith the agreed 
scope of works.  This report is issued solely to the client and TerraConsult cannot accept 
any responsibility to any third parties to whom this report may be circulated, in part or in 
full, and any such parties rely on the contents at their own risk. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Non-Technical Summary 

1.1.1 This report has been produced to support a bespoke permit application for a recovery 
activity for the progressive restoration of Brockholes Quarry situated 3.9 km west of 
Preston, Lancashire.  The application has been submitted by TerraConsult Limited 
(TCL) on behalf of Hargreaves (North West) Limited (the Operator).  The restoration 
scheme proposes use of insitu and imported material to produce a gently sloping 
landform with a grassland profile that falls toward a large pond to the west.  The 
landform will feature fishing lodges with road access and parking. 

1.1.2 The Operator has engaged with the Environment Agency (Agency) throughout the 
planning application process to determine the appropriate regulatory scheme for the 
proposed activity.  The Agency reviewed the Waste Recovery Plan (WRP) referenced 
2645/R/03/05 submitted in October 2018 and stated that it had met all the requirements 
of a recovery activity, subject to the issue of the Planning Permission and a Section 
106 (S106) agreement by Lancashire County Council (LCC) that required the work to 
be completed. Correspondence with the Agency is discussed further in the WRP 
(Report reference: 2645/R/03/06). The Section 106 has been signed by all parties and 
is being issued by Lancashire County Council. A copy of the Planning Permission and 
S106 are included in this submission.    

1.1.3 The original extent of the Brockholes Quarry site is approximately 24.4 hectares and is 
currently characterised by an unfilled void with overburden stockpiles to the east and 
south east, soil and overburden stockpiles to the northeast, and, a large pond 
dominating the western half of the site. It is the eastern and south eastern void areas 
that will undergo restoration, an area of approximately 8.8 hectares.  Recent 
topographic surveys indicate that approximately 246,300 cubic metres of suitable 
restoration materials will need to be imported to restore the south east and eastern 
areas of the site in accordance with the planning permission.  This does not include the 
contribution of 26,000m3 of in-situ quarry over-burden material available on site, to be 
used primarily to form the upper soil layer.  

1.1.4 Due to the proximity of the site to nature sites, potentially sensitive groundwater 
receptors and the volume of material required to complete the restoration (>60,000m3), 
the activity requires a bespoke permit application. The permit application forms A, B2, 
B4 and F1 are attached in Appendix A.   
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2.2 Part B2 Form  

Question 1a Discussions before your application 

2.2.1 The Environment Agency was engaged in discussions concerning the applicability of a 
recovery-based restoration scheme prior to submission of the WRP.  A copy of the 
email dated 19th March 2018 sent by the Environment Agency’s National Lead on 
Deposit for Recovery is attached in Appendix A of the WRP and advised the following: 

“If through the planning permission and the S106 agreement there is an obligation on 
them [the Operator] to complete the scheme as outlined in their waste recovery plan, 
this would support an argument of recovery.  As long there is a clear link between what 
is proposed in WRP and the requirements of the planning documents then this should 
be fine. 

We would recommend that the applicant submit their WRP at the pre-application stage 
to confirm this and also so that we can check the other details of their proposal (are the 
waste types appropriate, will the proposal meet a quality standard).” 

2.2.2 The WRP subsequently submitted has been reviewed by the RvD team.  They advised 
in their pre-application advice that the activity would be considered a recovery activity, 
however could not definitively approve it until the planning permission and S106 
agreement had been issued by the local authority (a copy of the correspondence is in 
Appendix A of the WRP), final versions of both are attached in Appendix B of the 
revised WRP (referenced 2645/R/03/06).   This and relevant cross-referencing in the 
text are the only changes to the WRP, all other technical aspects of the WRP remain 
unchanged and are understood to be approved.   

2.2.3 It is understood only a limited review of the revised WRP will be required and although 
a fee has been paid for its review, the Operator would like to request abatement for 
partial or full reimbursement of the RvD fee.   

Question 3a & Question 3c – Relevant offences and Finances 

2.2.4 Hargreaves (North West) Limited; relevant persons; or Directors have no current or 
past bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings against them and have not been convicted 
of any relevant offence.   

Question 3b - Technical Ability  

2.2.5 The Technically Competent Manager (TCM) is to be provided by Caroline Elaine 
Barnes, who holds a WAMITAB Operator Competence Certificate for Inert Landfills 
(Open) (4MLIO6). Copies of the certificates are attached in Appendix B. 

2.2.6 Caroline Barnes also provides TCM cover for: 

Rhuddlan Bach Quarry – EPR/FP3590LV 
Nant Newydd Quarry Landfill Site – EPR/RP33367SE 

Question 3d Management Systems 

2.2.7 Hargreaves (North West) Limited will manage and operate the activities at Brockholes 
Quarry in accordance with their own written Environmental Management System 
(EMS).  A summary of the EMS is attached in Appendix C.  The full EMS will be 
available on issue and activation of the permit.   
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Question 5a Provide a plan or plans for the site 

2.2.8 Drawing Reference 2645/2/004: Sensitive Receptors Plan shows the extent of the 
proposed permit boundary. 

Question 5b Provide the relevant sections of a site condition/baseline report  

2.2.9 Section 6 of the Environment Site Setting and Design (ESSD) report referenced 
2645/R/04/02 addresses the requirements of the Site Condition Report.   

Question 5c Provide a non-technical summary of your application  

2.2.10 The non–technical summary can be found in Section 1 – Introduction of this Permit 
Application Report.  

Question 6 Environmental Risk Assessment 

2.2.11 An Environmental Risk Assessment Report referenced: 2645/05/02 provides an 
assessment of the environmental risks as a results of the recovery operations at 
Brockholes Quarry.  

Question 6b Climate change risk assessment  

2.2.12 It is projected that the works will be completed in 2 to 2 ½ years from commencement 
and therefore a climate change risk assessments is not required.  

2.3 Part B4 Form 

Question 1 What waste Operations are you applying for? 

2.3.1 Hargreaves (North West) Limited propose to carry out deposit for waste recovery 
operations at their Brockholes Quarry Site.  

Table 1b Waste operations which do not form part of an installation 

2.3.2 Only inert material excavated from greenfield sites will be used for the purpose of 
deposit for bulk fill recovery activity. The restoration proposed at Brockholes Quarry will 
use EWC codes: 

 17 05 04: Soil and stones other than those mentioned in 17 05 03; and 
 20 02 02: Soil and stones 

Appendix 4 Specific questions for inert waste landfill and deposit for recovery 
operations 

Question 3 – Have you provided a hydrogeological risk assessment (HRA) for the 
site 

2.3.3 A Hydrogeological Appraisal (report reference 2645/7/002) for Brockholes Quarry has 
been submitted to the Agency in support of the WRP and is attached to the 
Environmental Risk Assessment report referenced 2645/05/02.  
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2.4 Part F1 Form 

Question 1 Charges 

2.4.1 A payment of £9,207 has been made to the Environment Agency. Payment has been 
made by electronic transfer, remittance number: PSCAPPHARGR264 




